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Abstract
Weexamine the superradiance of a Bose–Einstein condensate pumpedwith a Laguerre–Gaussian
laser of highwinding number, e.g., =ℓ 7. The laser beam transfers its orbital angularmomentum
(OAM) to the condensate at once due to the collectivity of the superradiance. Anℓ-fold rotational
symmetric structure emerges with the rotatory superradiance.ℓ number of single-charge vortices
appear at the arms of this structure. Even though the pump and the condensate profiles initially have
cylindrical symmetry, we observe that it is broken toℓ-fold rotational symmetry at the superradiance.
Breaking of the cylindrical symmetry into theℓ-fold symmetry andOAM transfer to the condensate
become significant after the same critical pump strength. Reorganization of the condensate resembles
the ordering in the experiment by Esslinger and colleagues (2010Nature 264 1301).We numerically
verify that the critical point for the onset of the reorganization, as well as the properties of the emitted
pulse, conform to the characteristics of superradiant quantumphase transition.

1. Introduction

Dicke superradiance (SR) is a fundamental effect that is the collective spontaneous emission of radiation by an
ensemble of coherently excited atoms [1, 2]. The ensemble atoms are coupled together by a common
electromagnetic fieldwithin the extent of the pump’s coherence length, and are excited to phase synchronized
multi-atom states. Cooperative rapid release of the stored energy leads to a so-called superradiant pulse with an
intensity proportional to the square of the number of the atoms in the ensemble. The onset of SR is triggered by
vacuumfluctuations in an empty photonmode, which stimulates strongly directional decay of atoms to this
mode [3, 4]with a probability proportional to the exponential of the ensemble length along the emission
direction [4].

In addition to dynamical SR, equilibriumSR can be studied as a first order quantumphase transition (PT)
from a normal to cooperative radiation phase infinite systems [5]. Dicke SR quantumPT is proposed to occur in
trapped, laser driven atomic Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs) in highfinesse optical cavities [6]; and it is
experimentally demonstrated [7]. Above a critical driving strength, SRPThappens simultaneously with the
spatial fragmentation of the BEC into a periodical pattern. The collectivity in superradiant PT can be heralded by
bi-partite quantum entanglement [8], single-mode non-classicality [9], and atomic (spin) squeezing [10] that
can induceN-particle entanglement [11]. Collisions between atoms in BECs can also contribute to quantum
entanglement and its interplaywith the SRPT.

When anN atomBEC is stirred, it does not rotate until a total of N orbital angularmomentum (OAM) is
transferred to it [12]. Instead of stirring, one can also control atomic center ofmotion to transferOAM to a BEC
using opticalfields [13–16]. Such schemes operate at optical frequencies so that single atom recoil energy ( w R)
exceeds themean atom–atom interaction energy (U Nint ). Though they cannot transfer the condensate to a
rotatory state collectively, they can induce partial rotation on a BEC and yield vortex nucleation. In order to
transfer sufficientOAM to generate vortices in a BEC, regular optical pumping schemes need two ormore laser
beams [13–18]. A BEC,which is pumped by a Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) beamwithOAM, radiates by stimulated
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emission into a second laser inGaussian (G)modewithout anyOAM [15].Without using theG beam, high
probability of emission into the pumpbeam relative to emission of zeroOAMphotons results in negligible OAM
transfer into the BEC,which leads toweakly populated vortex side-mode.

In the presentmanuscript, we consider only a single LG pumpbeam, butwith an intensity (or the BEC-field
coupling) above a critical threshold at which SRwith zeroOAMoccurs. Our idea is a generalization of the
physicalmechanisms behindRayleigh [19] andRaman superradiance [20–22] from an off-resonant driven BEC
in free space, which are the creation of density and spin polarization gratings, respectively [4, 23–25]. In our case
recoiled condensate atoms form a ring grating, due to the conservation of linearmomentum and interference of
the recoiledmatter waves. In addition, due to theOAM transfer, the grating is not frozen but rotating. The
grating coherently overlaps with the condensate at rest. The contrast gets deeper with themore scattering, and in
turn the scattered intensity is proportional to the square of the density contrast or to the square of the number of
active atoms. Using large amount ofOAM transfer at the threshold of ‘rotatory’ SRPT, weakly populated
rotational symmetry broken field and vortex sidemodes can be coherently amplifiedwhich leads to significant
nucleation of a ‘vortexmolecule’ at the edge of the grating. The collective spontaneous emission character of the
SRmakes it fundamentally different than the knownoptical pumping schemes to transferOAM toBEC, as the
intensity of emission scales quadratically with the number of atoms inside the BEC, leading to larger amount of
OAM transfer. Frompractical perspective SR scheme is also different, as it only uses a single pump laser beam.
Besides, SR scheme can lead to complete transfer of BEC to rotational state by depleting the zeromomentum
condensatemode, in contrast to partial transfer achieved by regular two pumpoptical schemes.

Present contribution generalizes the case of superradiant generation of a single axial vortex along a cigar
shaped BEC [26] to the superradiant generation ofmultiple vortices in a disk geometry and relaxes the condition
of frozen spatialmode for the radiationfield. Both the normal SR (withoutOAM transfer) and rotatory SR (with
OAM transfer) can exhibit distinct behaviors in the small and large recoil regimes [26, 27].When a cigar shaped
BEC is pumpedwith an LGbeamalong its long axis, it is found that normal SR can either precede the rotatory SR
in the small recoil regime or it can be completely suppressed by the rotatory SR in the large recoil regimewhen
the LGpumpwidth larger than thewidth of vortex sidemode [26]. As the normal SR cannot lead to nucleation of
vortices, we focus here only on rotatory SR. For brevity we use the term SR threshold for rotatory SR. Below the
SR threshold, our scenario falls into the same case of single LGpumpwhere emission ofG-mode radiation,
henceOAM transfer or vortex nucleation, is negligibly small; while above the SR threshold, cooperative
emission of BEC atoms leads to enhancement ofOAM transfer and vortex nucleation becomes significant. The
rotatory SR threshold can be taken as an ‘effective’ vortex nucleation threshold in our scheme; though SR
threshold and the critical threshold of vortex nucleation are different in principle and SR does not change the
critical rotation threshold for vortex nucleation.

Our physical system is depicted infigure 1, where a pancake BEC is driven by an LGbeamwithwinding
numberℓ. Dynamical simulations of themodel system show that single-charge vortices at the arms of theℓ-fold
symmetric structures becomes significant in the density profile of the BEC after SR threshold.We determine the
intensity profile of the superradiant scattered pulse as well. Reorganization of the condensate intoℓ-fold
rotational symmetric structures resembles SR induced spatial ordering of driven BEC in highfinesse optical
cavity [6, 7, 28–30], where the ordering arises due to the collective transfer of linearmomentum viaDicke SR.
Here,ℓ-fold rotational ordering and quantized vorticity emerge due to theOAM transfer to the BECwhich is

Figure 1.Apancake shaped BEC is illuminatedwith a strong LG laser of winding numberℓwith a profile F ( )rL given in equation (1),
carrying ℓ amount ofOAMper photon. Above a critical pump strength h h> c BEC superradiates afield F( )r which is in the x–y
plane due to thestrong confinementof BECprofile Y( )r along the z-axis [33].
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enhanced via rotatory SR. Breaking of the cylindrical symmetry into theℓ-fold symmetry andOAM transfer to
the BECbecome significant at the same critical pump strength. Quantized rotations (single-charge vortices)
emerge at the edges of theℓ-fold rotational ordered form.We tested the SR nature of the scattered radiation by
verifying that the temporal width of the scattered pulse peak is inversely proportional to the number of atoms
[31, 32]. In addition, peak intensity scales quadratically with the number of condensate atoms. Furthermore, we
compared the dependence of the SR threshold on the radiation frequency and atom-field coupling to the case of
SR of BEC in optical cavity [28] andfind that they behave similarly.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2we present ourmodel system,wherewe introduce and discuss
the correspondingHamiltonian and the equations ofmotion (EOM) in two subsections.Main results of the
numerical simulations and their discussions are presented in section 3. Critical pump strength is discussed in
more detail in section 4.We conclude in section 5.

2.Model system

Weexamine the dynamics of a pancake BECofN atoms [33], as shown infigure 1, which is illuminatedwith a
strong LG laser of optical frequency wL along the symmetry axis z. The pump beam iswell collimatedwith radial
widthwL and propagates along the z-axis with awave-vector kL. LGpumpmode is assumed to have a normalized
spatial profile [34]

p
F = f-

ℓ
( )

!
( ) ( )ℓ ℓ

V
r wr

1
e e e 1r w ik z

L
L

L
2 i2

L
2

L

with zero azimuthalmode number and positive radialmode (winding)number >ℓ 0. LG beam carries ℓ
OAMper photon.Here, =V w zL L

2
L, with zL being themode quantization length. The electric field operator of

the LGbeam is given by

f= - F +w-ˆ ( ) ( ) ˆ ( )t r z aE r e, i , , e h.c., 2t
L L L L L

i L

where ex is the unit polarization vector of the laser, w=   2L L 0 , with 0 being the vacuumpermittivity, and
âL is the annihilation operator for the pump laser photons.

Similar to the end-firemodes emitted out of a pencil shaped condensate [4, 35], scattered radiation off a
pancake BECwould consist of radial edge-firemodes, in the x–y plane shown infigure 1. End-firemodes are
emitted along the radial directions since the BEC is tightly confined along the z-axis.When the x–y profile of the
scattered radiation has a smaller winding number than the pump,OAM is transferred to the BEC.In the case of
cooperative (SR) scattering, OAM is transferred to the BEC at once through an exponentially fast and collectively
enhanced spontaneous emission [4].We express the electric field operator of the scattered radiation as

f= - F +ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )·t r z tE r e, i , , ; e h.c., 3k r
s s s

i

where es is the unit polarization vector of the scattered field; w=   2 ;s e 0 we is the carrying end-firemode

frequency and F̂( )r is the annihilation field operator for the scattered radiation.We include the factor
w-( )texp i e into the field operator F̂( )r .

2.1.Hamiltonian
Assuming the LG beam is far off resonant from the atomic transition frequency, excited state can be adiabatically
eliminated to describe themany body dynamics using an effectiveHamiltonian [36, 37], ̂, which can be
expressed as

= + + + +ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )( )
      , 4f af af0 col

2

where

ò= Y Yˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ( ) ( )†
 Hr r rd , 5g0

3

is theHamiltonian of the external (motional) states of the BEC;

ò= Y Y Y Yˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )† †
 g r r r r rd , 6col s

3

is the interatomic collisionHamiltonianwith gs being the s-wave scattering strength;

òw= F Fˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )†
 r r rd , 7f e

3

3
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is theHamiltonian of the scatteredfield;

ò a= Y F F Y +ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )† †
 g r r r r rd h.c ., 8af a

3
L L

is theHamiltonian of the scattering of the pumpbeamoff the atomswith aL being the c-number parametric
approximation for the âL; and

ò= Y F F Yˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )( ) † †
 g r r r r r2 d , 9af a

2 3

is theHamiltonian describing the interaction of the scattered fieldwith the atoms. Thefirst-quantized
Hamiltonian of the BEC in a harmonic potentialV(r), with radial and axial trapping frequencies wr and wz ,
respectively, is given by = -  +ˆ ( )H m V r2g

2 2 . The effective strength of the atom-field interaction is
denoted by ga.

In general, the interaction strengths in equations (8) and(9) are different. Instead of ga, we couldwrite gb in
equation (9). They are given by = Dg g ga aL e , and = Dg gb ae

2 [7, 28, 36, 37], where w wD = -a a L is the
detuning of the pump frequency from the atomic transition frequency w ;a = g dL L L and = g de e s are
the single photonRabi frequencies for the laser and scattered field, respectively. For simplicity we take =e eL s.
Different polarizations, including the radial one, can be synthesized using linearly polarized LGbeams [38].
Accordingly, we can take dL=de, where dL and de are thematrix elements of the atomic dipolemoment
operator components along eL and es, respectively. Due to the energy conservation in Rayleigh scattering, and
small atomic sidemode energies relative to the pump laser energy, pump and scattered field are in quasi-
resonance, w w»L e. In fact, frequency dependence of the coupling constants is neglected over wider range of
field detuning w wD = -e L, which is the case in SR of BEC in optical cavity [7, 28, 36, 37]. Under these
conditions describing our physical system, wefind that ga=gb.We scale the BECwave-function Y( )r and the
scattered field F( )r with N [28]. Parameters h a= ∣ ∣g Na L and =U g Na0 reflect the strength of the ̂af and

ˆ ( )
af

2
atom-field couplings, respectively on the dynamics of scaled BEC and scattered field profiles. The physical

condition of ga=gbhence has no restrictive effect on the control of the dynamics in terms of independent
parameters η andU0.

The dynamics of the field operator for the scattered pulse F̂( )r and thefield operator of the BEC Ŷ( )r will be
determined by the EOM.

2.2. Equations ofmotion
Due to the symmetry of the system and the formof the pump(1), wemake separation of variables in the BEC
and thefield operators, yY =ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )r x y Z z, and F =ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )r F x y Z z, f . This reduces the computational efforts
significantly.We obtain the time evolution for each operator using theHeisenberg EOM,which is given in the
appendix, and solve the coupled equations numerically in themeanfield limit for thefield amplitudes wherewe
replace the operators by c-numbers.

Scattering of the pumpbeamoff the BEC, described by ̂af , favors themacroscopic occupation of the

scattered field [5], while energy of the ˆ ( )
af

2
isminimizedwith aminimum scattered field.Hence, ̂af and ˆ ( )

af
2

work against each other. If gs is negative (positive), collision term supports (works against) the SR transition
[6, 28]. In [28] the formof the scattered pulse becomes a simple function, i.e. cos(kx). In our case, it is not trivial
to predict a frozen spatialmode approximationwhich canmaximize orminimize the interactions properly or to
use a few terms in themode expansions of BEC and scattered field profiles. Hence, we do notmake anymode
expansion in the BEC, Y( )r , or in the scattered SR field, ˆ ( )F x y, , profiles.This allows us to numerically develop
theirmutually consistent evolution through the EOM.

Tightly confined pancake BECdoes not superradiate along the z-direction. The scattered lightmainly
consists of the end-firemodes propagating in the x–y plane, due to the strong directionality of the SR [4, 39], thus
it has no component along the z-direction. Therefore, we drop z dependence,Zf(z), offield profile F( )r .
Additionally, again due to the tight confinement of the BEC along the z-direction, vortices pointing along the x–y
directions are energetically unfavorable.

We examine the behavior of the systemboth in the presence and the absence of damping. Following the
meanfield theory of free space SR from an ensemble of atoms, we introduce a phenomenological linear loss term
into thefield dynamical equation in ourMaxwell–Bloch typemean field equations [29, 40, 41], in equation (A1).
Presence of dampingincreases the critical threshold of SR atwhich significantOAM transfer andℓ-fold ordering
emerge. In semiclassicalMaxwell–Bloch treatment of SR dynamics of low dimensional finite systems,
phenomenological damping parameter to the radiationfield is always introduced [40] to represent linear or
diffraction losses [42] or tomodel escape of photons from an active cavity region [43]. Inmore recentmeanfield
treatments of SR from trapped BECs [20, 35], a similar linear loss parameter as effective decay rate of the field is
also used to compensate the neglect of propagation of the radiationfield in themeanfield description. Following
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these standard treatments, we introduce a phenomenological linear loss parameter as well. The range of values
we systematically used forκ to test robustness of our results are in the same rangewith the linear loss parameter
used in the theoretical descriptions [23, 35] of the free space SR of BEC experiment [19]. Even though it is not a
fundamental ingredient of the physics of superradiant OAM transfer to BECor symmetry breaking, it can
represent various experimental scenarios and allows us to analyze the robustness of our results and tomake a
more complete comparisonwith the behavior in the analytical formula of the critical coupling strength given in
[6, 28].More specifically, it is analytically found that effective field decay rate parameter for the free space SR
experiment [19] is in the order of k ~ 10 Hz4 [23].We use time and frequency scaling in our EOM in terms of
the recoil frequency w ~ 10 HzR

5 [19], which gives a dimensionless k ~ 0.1.We tested robustness of our
results using values up to k ~ 3 in our simulations.

3. Vortices with ℓ-fold rotational symmetry

Weevolve ( )F x y, and yY =( ) ( ) ( )x y Z zr , using the EOMgiven in the appendix in dimensionless time scaled
by wR. Infigure 2,macroscopicOAM transfer to the BEC follows the emission peak (at wt 1.45 R ). In
figure 2(a), the á ñL̂z can have values different than pumpLGphoton’sOAMdue to collective nature of the
superradiant scattering.We calculated theOAMof the scatteredfield ( )F x y, .Wefind that it always remains
close to zero (∼10–5). The difference between the BEC sampleOAMand the pumpLGphotonOAM is not due
to the scattered fieldOAM. BEC atoms act as a single object and scatter pumpphotons collectively. Each
absorbed pumpphoton transfers ℓ amount ofOAM to the BEC. BECOAM is determined by the total
contribution of a fraction of pump photons. TheOAM that can be received collectively by theN-atomBECmust
be an integermultiple of ÿ per atom so that we can express it as nN , where n is an integer. The fraction of
absorbed pumpphotons is then given by ℓnN . Accordingly the number of scattered photons per atom, n/ℓ,
can be different than one in the collective scattering.

The temporal width tD of the peak infigure 2(b) exhibits the characteristic superradiant behavior [31, 32].
Whenwe increase the number of atoms by n times, temporal width of the peak shrinks to tD n, as can be seen
infigure 3. In addition, the peak intensitygrows quadratically with the number of BEC atoms,∝N2, which is
another signature of SR [31, 32]. Hence, we conclude that the scattering displays the superradiant character.

Infigure 4, we depict the time evolution of the spatial profile for both the BEC and the scattered field. In the
close proximity of the scattering peak, figure 2(b), azimuthal symmetric BECprofile reorganizes to 3-fold
rotational symmetry, figure 4(b). This happens even though both BEC and LGpump intensity have cylindrical
symmetry initially. Thewinding number of the laser is transformed to the 3-fold rotational symmetry. Three
single-charge vortices appear at the arms of the 3-fold rotational symmetric density profile. By enclosing small
spatial regions around the three vortex positions, we calculate the expectation value of the L̂z operator andfind
that they carry a single charge. Infigure 4(d), we observe the expansion of the three vortices when the laserfield
isturned off. RemainingOAM - ℓ( )mtot , per atom, is distributed to the body of the BEC, where

= áY Y ñ( )∣ ˆ ∣ ( )m Lr rztot is the total OAMof the BEC (per atom, due to the scaling of the Y( )r .
In our simulations,ℓ-fold rotational symmetric structures are significantin a BECwhich is pumpedwith an

LG laser of winding numberℓ onlywhen h h> c, as exemplified infigure 5. Single-charge vortices emerge at the
ends ofℓ-fold rotational symmetric structures,and shown infigure 5when the pump is switched off.When the
OAM transferred to BEC is smaller than theℓ-fold symmetry, < ℓmtot ,ℓ-fold symmetric structures emerge
again.However, in this case no single-charge vortex appear at the armsThewholeOAM is distributed to the

Figure 2. (a)OAMtransfer to the BECpumped continuously by an LGbeam follows the (b) scattering peak (rotatory SR) at
wt 1.45 R . Reorganization of the BECprofile, from azimuthal symmetry toℓ-fold rotational symmetry, withℓ quantized vortices,

emerges close before the intensity peak.
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Figure 3.The temporal widths of the pulse peaks are proportional to N1 ,which is a characteristic of a SR pulse [31].We observe that
FWHM is tD = 0.0048 for = =N N 10 ;0

6 tD = 0.0023 for =N N2 0 and tD = 0.0012 for =N N4 0.We remind thatN appears
in the parameters as h a= ∣ ∣g Na L and =U g Na0 . (We shifted the three curves to the same peak position and normalized themax
intensity to 1 and no damping is assumed.)

Figure 4.Time evolution of the profiles (corresponding to figure 2) of the BEC y∣ ( )∣x y, and the scattered field ∣ ( )∣F x y, for pumping
with an =ℓ 3 mode LG laser above the critical pump strength h h> c . To increase visibility of sharp peaks, we choose to plot absolute
values of the profile functions instead of their absolute squares. 3-fold rotational symmetric structures appear (b) both in the BEC and
scattered field, even though both have cylindrical symmetry initially. (c) Single-charge vortices appear at the ends of the structure such
that (d) expansion of the vortices can be observedwhen the laser is turned off at wt 1.51 R . Quantized vortices appear suddenly
when >m 3tot .In (c) and (d), scattered field are very sharp, so that graphs look as if they are faded due to the scaling of the colormap.

Figure 5.ℓ-fold rotational symmetric structures emerge for pumpingwith LG laser, profile (1), of winding numberℓ.ℓnumber of
single-charge vortices appear at the ends ofℓ-fold structures above a critical pump strength of theℓ-mode LG laser. η values are
50, 60, 70, 120, 120, 150 and the times profiles belong to are =t 2.2, 1.4, 1.56, 0.39, 0.23, 0.15, respectively, and even a higher
value of damping is chosen,κ=3.To increase visibility of sharp peaks, we choose to plot absolute values of the profile functions
instead of their absolute squares.
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body of the BEC.Noquantized vorticity can be identified in the body of the BEC. In our case of pure rotatory SR
scattered fieldOAMcannot be used to probe BECOAM, as it has noOAM.On the other hand, it could be used
to probe cylindrical symmetry breaking. Scattered field intensity profile carries information on the cylindrical
symmetry breaking of BEC as figures 4 and 5 demonstrate. In our treatment there is no stimulating secondary
Gaussian beam that would impose a specific profile on the scattered field. Accordingly, we do notmake frozen
spatial profile or fewmode expansion approximations butwe let the spatial profiles of the scattered field and the
BEC evolve consistently by the coupled EOM.The interplay in theirmutual evolution allows us to use scattered
field profile as a probe for BECprofile. The intensity profile of the scattered field exhibits the similar dynamical
development as symmetry breaking in BEC. The scattered field does not showℓ-fold ordering patterns if
h h< c. Hence it can be used as an alternative probe for the dynamics of rotational self-organization and
symmetry breaking in BEC.

4. Critical pump strength

Infigure 6, we observe thatOAM transfer to the BEC can be achievedby using a single LGpumponly above a
critical pump strength hc depending on the values of the parametersU0, gs andκ, similar to theDicke SR of BEC
in optical cavity [28]. This behavior can be comparedwithfigure 7. The 3-fold ordering in the BECprofile start
to growwith η visibly after hc as can be seen infigure 7, in parallel with the figure 6, showing increasingOAM
transfer to the BEC above the threshold hc tomacroscopically large values3.

In the absence of damping, k = 0, we clearly observe the staircase of plateaus at á ñ =L̂ 1z and á ñ =L̂ 2z

horizontal lines. This resistance against theOAM transfer is due to the irrotational nature—unless integer
multiplies of N OAM is gained [12]—of the BEC.Whenwe introduce damping, these plateaus tend to
disappear.

Infigure 6, we observe a smooth increase in theOAM transferred to the BEC.Let us note that whenwe say
OAM transfer to the BECwith non-integer á ñL̂z values, wemean that BEC can have transientOAMvalues in real
time dynamics only for a short time unlike quantized vorticity.We emphasize that, for h h< c, BECdoes not

haveOAMeven for a short time. Despite the smooth increase in á ñL̂z , the visibility of theℓ-fold rotational
ordering appears quite sharply just after h h> 2.25c  . Infigure 7, we observe that between h = –1.50 2.25,
visibility of the 3-fold ordering remains almost constant and low, while for h h> 2.25c  , visibility of 3-fold
ordering grows towards h ~ 5, in parallel with the behavior infigure 6. Therefore, onset of theOAM transfer to
the BECdetermines when 3-fold rotational symmetric ordering becomes significant (see footnote 3).

Even though the complexity of the functions determining the superradiant emission and the recoiled BEC
prevents us from establishing a simple analytical expression for the threshold hc, we canmake numerical
comparisonwith the knownbehavior of the SR thresholdwith systemparameters [6, 7, 28]. Infigure 8, we
present logarithmic plots showing behaviors of hc withU0 andΔ.We observe that h ~ Dc

1 2 and h ~ Uc 0
1 2, for

non-interacting BEC, as expected behaviors by the analytical predictions of SR threshold [28]. According to
[28], h ~ Uc 0

1 2 behavior should be observed for the large values ofU0 and hencewe consider a domain ofU0 in
figure 8 so thatD = 1can be neglected in this regime.

Figure 6.OAM transfer to the BEC, pumped by an LGbeamwith =ℓ 3, can be achieved only after a critical pump strength h h> c,
which depends on the actual values of end-firemode frequency (Δ), diagonal atom-field coupling (U0), damping (κ) and atom–atom
collisions (gs). The solid line remains zero up to the critical value of h = 2.25c .

3
It is worth noting that sudden jumps in order parameters appear when the order parameter is plottedwith respect to the as in figure 1 of

[28].Whenwe plot the time evolution of the order parameter for η>ηc, in [28],we do not observe such sudden jumps in the order
parameter. Similarly, quantized vorticity appears smoothly in the time evolution [46, 47].
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5. Conclusion

In summary, we numerically observe that when a pancake shaped BEC is pumpedwith a single LGbeamof
winding numberℓ, it significantly reorganizes toℓ-fold rotational symmetry above the critical pump strength
for rotatory SR, hc. For h h< c, OAM transfer to the BEC is negligible.When h h> c, bothOAM transfer (see
footnote 3) andℓ-fold rotational symmetry become significant simultaneously. For excessOAM transfer,ℓ
number of single-charge vortices appear at the arms of theℓ-fold symmetric structures. In the time evolution,
these structures develop visibly after a sharp SR scattering peak. The temporal width and themaximumof the
peak conform to the SR characteristics [31, 32].

In this contribution, we limit our discussion to free space SR and do not consider the case of trapping the SR
scattered pulse in a cavity in the x–y directions. In order to consider confinedfields configuration, one can
envision a systemwhere a high finesse optical cavity is placed around the BEC [7]. In such a case one can imagine
that the onset of the SR phase could also induce structural PT in translational degrees of freedom leading to a
crystalline structure in the BEC, or a ‘supersolid’. In other words, before SR induced rotational PT, there could
be a supersolid phase.On the other hand, one can also imagine that, due to different thresholds for rotational
and translational symmetry breaking, depending on systemparameters a rotational transition can happen first.
In addition, translational symmetry breaking could accompany the rotational ordering, too. In our opinion such
a rich optical and structural phase diagram requires a separate study, including detailed examination of the phase

Figure 7.Visibility of the 3-fold rotational ordering in the BECprofile (y∣ ( )∣x y, ) for different η values. To increase visibility of sharp
peaks, we choose to plot absolute values of the profile functions instead of their absolute squares. Profiles correspond to solid line in
figure 6. For each η value, we perform the time evolution and capture the BECprofile where 3-fold ordering ismost visible. Above
h h= 2.25c  the visibility of the 3-fold symmetry jumps.Only after h h> = 2.25c , OAM transfer to BEC can be achieved as shown
in figure 6. For h h< c , BEC cannot haveOAMeven for a short time.

Figure 8.Dependence of the critical pump strength hc on the (a) end-firemode frequencyΔ and (b) on the atom-field couplingU0.
The slopes of the log–log plots are 0.509 and 0.489, respectively, which indicates the behavior h ~ Dc

1 2 and h ~ Uc 0
1 2 as predicted

by themodel of Nagy et al [6, 28].
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boundaries and the onset of normal and rotatory SR regimeswith second quantized approaches. Different
mechanisms to generate supersolid vortex crystals are proposed in literature such as in Rydberg-Dressed BECs
where supersolid and vortex lattice phases are found [44]. Our choice of free space SR case is only for clarity and
simplicity to eliminate translational symmetry breaking to focus on generation ofmultiple vortices topologies.

Our results can be significant to probe vortex nucleation and rotational symmetry breaking dynamics using
the scattered radiation, and as an alternative single optical pumping scheme for rapid and largeOAM transfer to
BEC.Wehope our scheme can inspire further investigation directions such as cavity confinement effects [7],
supersolidity and bosonic vortexmolecules and crystals [44], and collective excitations [45].
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AppendixA. Equations ofmotion

EOMs transforms to the following in the scaled form,where time and energy (frequency) scale is the recoil
frequency, which is taken to be the samewith the radial trapping frequency wr , determining the spatial scaling
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